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Market Research 
And it's future fortunes... 

Market research has come a long way in the last decade. Looking back at the 

environment consumers where immersed in, there was a lot of  guidance and responsibility 

resting on the shoulders of  researchers in an age where they were seen as the experts. Much 

of  their knowledge and expertise were catalysts for the decisions made by business  people 

and organizations with regards to their research techniques, analysis and interpretations. 

Much has changed and yet some things do still stay the same. Fortunately, in my opinion, we 

live in an Information Age. Where the use of  technology has vastly increased ones scope and 

reach of  information and ones ability to expand his or her knowledge. This means that in 

turn individuals and organizations should have greater opportunities and availability of  

knowledge concerning market research and the necessary tools applicable for use.  

The market research industry has taken strides in the right direction, I believe it is an 

industry with an avid amount of  potential and is indeed a growing industry. Market research 

is integral for the success of  any organization. I believe the emphasis on the necessity of  

market research and its benefits are the key to optimum growth in the industry. Evolution will 

only surface through the young age researchers whom posses ideas of  alternative ways to 

communicate essential messages through an effective medium. In other words, challenging 

market research norms and moulding techniques to suit changing customers in the current 

age. I would sincerely love to see brand ambassadors of  market research. People set out to 

convey the essence of  market research and their results, concerns, findings, opinions or 

feedback. It is powerful to have people interact and have direct communication revolving 

around market research in various fields and industries.  
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Technology has been said to be a blessing or a curse depending on how you manipulate 

it. Technology has created a range of  sub categories amongst consumers especially in the way 

that consumers receive, use, value and share information. If  we take news for example. Some 

individuals are more likely to rely on Twitter for news and celebrity gossip, whilst others will 

prefer the News24 app or furthermore the Sunday Times website, or maybe even RSS feeds, 

or radio and let's not forget your regular old newspaper. Technology is a vast canvas which 

has only just begun to flourish and has allowed consumers to be expressive in their choice of  

expression. I believe the key in evolution and what I would be able to do is place emphasis on 

the targeting of  these consumer and market preferences in technology and communications 

and using them to the benefit of  research by manipulate those spaces to allow researchers to 

gather information without ruining the freedom and feel of  those spaces to the consumer. It is 

these steps that market research will reach the tongues of  many and the just of  the idea is to 

get mor people involved in market research at the various levels. 

In order to do this it is important for researchers in the field to have a standardized level 

of  basic training in research, to have knowledge and insight into the techniques, methods and 

how-to's of  research (i.e. Obtain accreditation) and to have a passion for research, to be 

diligent, strive for excellence to be driven by strong ethics. Many people don't view research as 

a formidable or essential career path which is a perception that needs to be altered. 

I plan to continue and get my honors. Consulting is something I am passionate about 

and market research forms a great part of  consulting from case interviews to researching your 

client and their industry, so research is definitely something I see as a necessity in my career 

path. I aspire to own my own consulting firm in the future along with my current project 

which is to get an integrated marketing company up and running. I also intend on continuing 

to educate the world on marketing, market research, marketing research and other functions 

that will relate to my work experience, knowledge and expertise. 
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